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Artificial intelligence generated content (AIGC) 
has been a research hotspot in the field of artificial 
intelligence in recent years. It is expected to replace 
humans in performing some of the work of content 
generation at a low cost and a high volume, such as 
music, painting, multimodal content generation, news 
articles, summary reports, stock commentary summa‐
ries, and even content and digital people generated in 
the meta-universe. AIGC provides a new technical 
path for the development and implementation of AI 
in the future.

In this context, the journal Frontiers of Informa‐
tion Technology & Electronic Engineering has orga‐
nized a special issue on the recent advances in AIGC. 
This special issue focuses on theories, algorithms, 
and applications of AIGC, and its related fields. By at‐
tracting high-quality papers, we hope to help re‐
searchers in academia and industry gain a deeper 
understanding of the fundamental theories behind 
AIGC and its potential applications. These high- 
quality works will inspire more people to join and 

further advance the field of AIGC. We thus called for 
papers on the following topics (but not limited to): 
(1) AI-generated music; (2) AI-generated painting; 
(3) AI dialogue models; (4) AI news summaries; (5) AI 
and the metaverse; (6) AI and digital humans; (7) AI 
image editing; (8) AI-generated short videos; (9) AI-
generated multi-media content; (10) Chat Generative 
Pre-trained Transformer (ChatGPT) related work. 
Twelve papers have been selected for this issue after a 
rigorous review process, including one comment pa‐
per, one perspective paper, three review articles, six 
research articles, and one correspondence paper. We 
organize them in three main parts, including Chat-
GPT, diffusion models, and prompt learning and 
multimodality.

1  ChatGPT

Since OpenAI released ChatGPT in December 
2022, it has quickly attracted considerable attention 
from the industry and academia because of its im‐
pressive abilities in terms of text generation, conver‐
sation, and complex reasoning.
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To foster a better understanding of ChatGPT, 
Junping ZHANG et al. introduced the history of 
ChatGPT, discussed its advantages and disadvantag‐
es, and pointed out several potential applications in de‐
tail. Then, they analyzed its impact on the develop‐
ment of trustworthy AI, conversational search en‐
gines, and artificial general intelligence (AGI). Note 
that, inspired by ChatGPT, a series of large lan‐
guage models (LLMs) have been proposed globally. 
In particular, GPT-4, GPT-4 Turbo, and Gemini intro‐
duced multimodality, giving LLMs the significant 
potential to become AGI, and ensuring that AIGC 
achieves more accurate content representation than 
popular prompt-based methods.

ChatGPT also has the ability to supplement reg‐
ular class learning. Ying TANG et al. proposed a 
framework for parallel intelligent education that in‐
volves physical and virtual learning for a personal‐
ized learning experience using ChatGPT. They ana‐
lyzed the pros and cons of ChatGPT for parallel intel‐
ligent education.

Text generation is another interesting direction 
in the AIGC domain, and it heavily depends on the 
development of natural language processing, machine 
learning, and deep learning. It enables the learning of 
language rules through training models to automati‐
cally generate text that meets grammatical and seman‐
tic requirements. Peng YANG et al. surveyed the main 
research progress in text generation and presented 
several typical text generation application systems. 
They claimed that refining the quality, quantity, interac‐
tivity, and adaptability of generated text is helpful to 
AIGC.

Note that LLMs depend on the quality of to‐
kens. However, it is difficult to decompose Chinese 
characters into meaningful tokens according to the 
English convention, such as prefixes and suffixes. Li 
WEIGANG et al. proposed Six-Writings multimodal 
processing (SWMP) to integrate Chinese natural lan‐
guage processing with morphological and semantic 
elements. The framework considers Six-Writings pic‐
tophonetic coding (SWPC), providing more suitable 
granularity for Chinese characters and words. It has 
the possibility of constructing a set of Chinese-oriented 
tokens specifically tailored to the needs of Chinese 
LLMs. This can also potentially improve both com‐
putational efficiency and accuracy over the existing 
methods.

2  Diffusion models

Diffusion models have attracted attention from 
many researchers since they can generate images by 
iteratively degenerating an image to its wholly noisy 
version and then decoding it back to its original one. 
In a similar manner, they can generate diverse con‐
tents by tuning the parameters and redesigning the 
structure along the degenerating path and the decod‐
ing path.

Lequan LIN et al. presented an inclusive survey 
of probabilistic diffusion models for time-series ap‐
plications, covering five key aspects: time-series 
forecasting, imputation, generation, practical applica‐
tions, and future research directions. The survey ini‐
tially explored three fundamental formulations of dif‐
fusion models, followed by an exhaustive review of 
existing methods for time-series forecasting, imputa‐
tion, and generation. Among them, special attention 
was paid to how these formulations were adapted 
for supervised time-series tasks. The comparison of 
methods included an assessment of their capabili‐
ties in handling various tasks and data types, along 
with an examination of their diffusion and sampling 
processes. The paper showcased the practical utili‐
ty of these methods through an in-depth discussion 
of their application in real-world domains such as en‐
ergy control and transportation. Additionally, it listed 
valuable resources of frequently used public datasets, 
to support researchers and practitioners in testing and 
understanding diffusion models for time series. Fur‐
thermore, it provided a discussion of future research 
directions, highlighting limitations and challenges 
drawn from the existing methods.

Recently, various AIGC algorithms have been de‐
veloped for generating appealing music. A disadvan‐
tage is that the control of music style, which is one of 
the most salient qualities of music, is less studied. By 
introducing a style-conditioned linear Transformer 
and a style-conditioned patch discriminator, Xiaofen 
XING et al. successfully kept the consistency of 
the generated music concerning music styles for 
music generation.

Although AIGC can produce high-quality con‐
tent, its interpretability and controllability remain a 
challenge. Li LIU et al. combined causal representa‐
tion learning with bi-directional generative adversari‐
al networks (GANs), allowing users to control image 
attributes and to generate counterfactual images. The 
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proposed causal controllable image generation 
(CCIG) can effectively learn the causal relationships 
between image attributes and joint optimization with 
the encoder, generator, and joint discriminator in the 
image generation module. Experiments showed that 
using intervention operations and learned latent repre‐
sentation leverages the performance of facial image 
generation.

While AI generation of two-dimensional (2D) 
images and text has progressed significantly, three-
dimensional (3D) content generation remains chal‐
lenging due to the need for spatial awareness and com‐
plex shape representation, and the lack of large 3D 
datasets. Conventional 3D modeling with computer-
aided design (CAD) software poses difficulties for 
novices due to steep learning curves. Lingyun 
SUN et al. proposed a sketch-based modeling ap‐
proach by leveraging intuitive human–computer inter‐
action. Specifically, the proposed Deep3DSketch-im 
approach leverages implicit surface representations 
to generate detailed 3D models from single freehand 
sketches, employing a convolutional neural network 
(CNN) to encode sketches into signed distance field 
(SDF) feature vectors for shape prediction and sam‐
pling points at infinite locations for infinite-resolution 
implicit surfaces, demonstrating state-of-the-art perfor‐
mance on synthetic and real datasets in user studies. 
This research presents a novel solution that could ele‐
vate 3D modeling accessibility to benefit industries 
through quicker, easier custom 3D content creation.

Qibin ZHAO et al. presented their newly pro‐
posed diffusion model TendiffPure for robust data 
generation, including image generation, with high ef‐
ficiency. They purified noised or adversarially per‐
turbed data, i.e., removing the noises and adversarial 
attacks in the data, without any assumption of the 
forms of noises and adversarial attacks. They also 
largely reduced the number of parameters of U-Nets, 
which are the backbones of diffusion models, leverag‐
ing the tensor-train decomposition. Here, the tensor-
train decomposition provides a potential benefit to 
tightening the robust error bound and hence ampli‐
fies the robustness of data generation. Experiments 
were conducted on CIFAR-10, Fashion-MNIST, and 
MNIST datasets. The results demonstrated that not 
only the generation quality on clean images was im‐
proved but also the purification quality on noised and 

adversarially attacked images was enhanced by Ten‐
diffPure. This work broadens the horizon of future 
research on diffusion models for efficient image 
generation and adversarial purification. It also revi‐
talizes classical methodologies by innovatively ap‐
plying tensor decomposition and tensor network 
techniques, demonstrating their enduring effective‐
ness in current machine learning contexts.

To obtain the same performance as the artist- 
ability paintings, Taihao LI et al. collected the 
opinions from three groups of individuals with 
varying levels of art appreciation ability, and used 
these opinions to play an auxiliary role to shorten the 
distance between painters and artists. Specifically, a 
multi-stage text-conditioned strategy was fused into 
the diffusion model so that a multilevel semantic rep‐
resentation could be shown in a generated image.

3  Prompt learning and multimodality

Besides ChatGPT and diffusion models, prompt 
learning is broadly used for AIGC since prompts pro‐
vide a compliment to semantic information for im‐
proving the generated quality of LLMs. Hongming 
SHAN et al. presented a comprehensive review of 
prompt learning in the computer vision community, 
including four popular research fields: vision-
language pre-training, vision prompt learning, prompt- 
guided generative models, and prompt tuning. They 
provided a progressive and comprehensive review of 
visual prompt learning as related to AIGC. It first in‐
troduces vision– language models (VLMs), such as 
contrastive language-image pre-training (CLIP), the 
foundation of visual prompt learning. Then, classical 
vision prompt learning methods are reviewed, show‐
ing their abilities to adapt pre-trained models to 
downstream tasks. Based on these preliminaries, the 
popular prompt-guided generative models are dis‐
cussed through widely studied topics such as image 
generation, inpainting, and editing. The authors also 
focused on how to improve the efficiency of fine-   
tuning large-scale transformer based models. Finally, 
they provided some promising research directions con‐
cerning prompt learning.

As for multimodal AIGC, the end-to-end cross-
lingual summarization (CLS) model has achieved 
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impressive results using large-scale, high-quality data-
sets, typically constructed by translating monolingual 
summary corpora into CLS corpora. Due to the lim‐
ited performance of low-resource language transla‐
tion models, however, translation noise can significant‐
ly degrade the performance of these models. Zhengtao 
YU et al. proposed a fine-grained reinforcement 
learning approach. This method introduces the source 
language summary as a gold signal, and calculates 
word correlation and word missing degree between 
the source language summary and the generated tar‐
get language summary to design a reinforcement re‐
ward. They combined this reward with cross-entropy 
loss to optimize the CLS model, addressing the low-
resource CLS problem based on noisy data.

Overall, a broad spectrum of current research 
topics relevant to the development and applications 
of AIGC is covered in this special issue. These in‐
cluded AIGC applications in image/text generation, 
3D content creation, user-centric layout in graphic de‐
sign, and style-specified music generation. Some works 
related to causal representation learning and high-
order diffusion models have been proposed to lever‐
age the performance of AIGC. Moreover, probabilis‐
tic diffusion models, prompt learning, and ChatGPT 
are surveyed in detail.

Finally, we thank all the authors for their sup‐
port to this special issue. We are especially grateful 
to all the reviewers for their insightful comments and 
helpful suggestions for all the submissions.
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